Abstract. The courses of design studio are the most weighted elements in education as an essential part of interior architecture education. There are areas where thinking and design skills of the students are improved yet it is different from other courses. Increased number of students for each academic member in the project courses conducted through a mentor system has resulted in failure to sustain project-oriented education actively and reduced the productivity quality of education. Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to address the educational methods applied in various forms in the design studio courses of Interior Architecture departments in Turkey.
Introduction
Interior Architecture is one of the modern professions that continuously renew itself with the impact of socio-cultural and economic changes. Therefore, it is inevitable that the Interior Architecture education is being shaped under different approaches. The interior architecture education is particularly guided by design studio courses, and the weight of design studios in education is substantial. According to James Reswick, design, a creative act, is a concept involving creation of a new and practical thing that has never existed before, [8] . Design is a creative process and the most fundamental elements of design group professions; and the education is the development of individuals' behaviors through training and directions. The purpose of professional trainings such as Architecture, Interior Architecture, etc. is to convey the method and pattern of the design education to students. Design education is an education model that starts by proposing a problematic to the student and which is realized through the knowledge of contact and reference points of the problematic and formation of methods that enable us to understand the system of relations [2] . Design studio includes a combined use of other courses taken within the educational process to learn and develop the act of design. A project subject is defined every semester as part of design studio to be completed at the end of the term. At some Interior Architecture departments, it is (usually) presented before a jury, while other departments requires only project delivery. Design studios executed with a jury system ensures evaluation of the project by different academic members. The education is shaped through one-to-one interviews, revisions and critics by the project jury. Even though the design is a physical outcome, the abstract actuality of the process leading the actuator to that outcome. Thus, design mainly focuses on how to conduct the process rather than what should be the result [10] . In a sense, the courses of design studio are the most weighted elements in education as an essential part of interior architecture education. With a privileged position in education, the Design Studio varies in terms of weight, hours, teaching procedures, etc. for individual Interior Architecture departments. Increased number of students for every academic member in the project courses conducted through developing group activities or a mentor system has resulted in failure to sustain project-oriented education actively and reduced the productivity and quality of education. In addition, establishment of many Interior Architecture departments results in different educational approaches and methods. Accordingly, the study addresses Interior Architecture Education, design, and design process, Interior Architecture departments in Turkey, their curriculum, and educational methods of design studio. To this aim, the purpose of this study is to discuss educational methods applied in various forms in the design studios of Interior Architecture departments in Turkey.
Design Studio Education and Methods at Interior Architecture Departments
Interior Architecture is a field of occupation institutionalized in order to utilize scientific, technical data to be reflected in design, which offers functional, creative, technical, aesthetic solutions to ensure user comfort in a space, including efforts to establish style and identity for the space [5] . Emerging as a profession in the 19th century, the interior architecture [1] entered the process of institutionalization as a specialty field and as a profession not long after when a higher education level program started [2] to be offered for the first time by Parson's School of Design, the U.S. in 1896. [3] . It inevitable that the educational methods vary for Interior Architecture departments, the number of which increases rapidly today. Presence of many departments shapes the education system under different aspects including theory, art, technique and application. Studies are conducted by taking into consideration the program measures of certain institutions in order for a uniform education. Nevertheless, since departments serve their own interests, the curricula look the same but they are shaped through different methods. Accordingly, most of the Interior Architecture departments consider CIDA criteria when establishing their curriculum structure [9] . CIDA is an international NGO providing accreditation for Interior Architecture education programs in the US and in Canada, with efforts to create standards of Interior Architecture education. According to CIDA, Interior Architecture aims to improve the quality of interior spaces with the purpose of increasing life quality and efficiency and ensure security of people on a professional level supported by education and experiences. The differences among curricula of Interior Architecture departments across Turkey are mainly reflected on course contents. The purpose of courses included in the curriculum is to target the project and adapt the student to the project. It is a new experience in design and for students with combined use of various communication tools. Students adopt a verbal language before attending design education, however, they also need visual language. In other words, they are faced with the ability of sketching, diagramming, visual thinking and presentation [8] . Based on such insights, the relation between the student and executor must complement one another. For Julian Beiart, there are three ways of addressing the relations among executor, student and knowledge: Executor is the conductor between the student and knowledge; student may act independently from the executor but they also depend on the executor. Executor interferes only when the student needs an executor. Beiart believes in the first place in the validity of the first method and then defends the validity of other methods in the following years [8] . Design studies represent a social environments driving creativity beyond exchange of knowledge and experiences. The design studio environment facilitates generation of new design knowledge and ideas rather than acting as a physical space where the design knowledge is defined and communicated [11] . Design studio is a creative process involving interaction between the student and executor. It features cooperative work from the analysis stage to project presentation. Tuğlu and Özker [9] lists the general teaching methods and spaces at the design studios as follows: Executor in today's design studios benefit from a mixed system combining many methods instead of a single educational method. Especially the spatial pattern of the workshop plays a key role in effective implementation of methods [11] . Educational methods of design studios, which vary for individual Interior Architecture departments, are usually as follows: Besides design studies conducted by the executor throughout the term, designer talks, design-designer workshops, exchange of ideas, research, analysis, or seminar days for experts or company owners, etc. are other course teaching methods. In addition, projects prepared during the term may be delivered in three ways depending on the critics: One-to-one discussion, group criticism, jury criticism [8] . The executor takes a key role in the design studio course. They must encourage students to do research and to study and help them to improve their skills in design, presentation, and effective speech. Students must consider the design studio space as an office and work in a disciplined manner, while the project executor encourages the student to work in a workshop environment.
Design Studio Education at Interior Architecture Departments
There are substantial differences among Interior Architecture departments across Turkey. Beyond that, the main problem of our education system is that despite serious increase in the number of departments, which are opened one after another every day, the number of trained academicians is low. In Turkey there are currently 54 Interior Architecture departments, and a new one joins them every day with the recent, fast increase in number. While the courses at departments with high placement are divided in branches, the number of academic members falls short of increased number of students in project courses. Maximum number of project students for each academic member must be ten for a productive education by the end of the term. When the number of students starts to exceed twelve, it will not be possible to speak of quality education for departments offering less course hours. The time of project courses must be long enough for both executor and student, facilitating sufficient time and space. The period of education at Interior Architecture departments is four years (eight semesters), and the students are obliged to deliver five term projects and one graduation project during their education life. Some departments prioritize the concept of design in their curriculum while others give precedence to applied training. Therefore, the content of design studies are determined by the agreed curricula. And this is reflected on the course hours of design studios. For example, an Interior Architecture department of some university offers 12 hours of design studio courses, while another department offers 6 hours (Table 1 ). This is caused by transferring courses from departments with excess hours to design studio, while number and hour of other courses are reduced. On the other hand, in a department where there are less hours of design studio courses, the hours and numbers are higher for other courses. It is not possible to create a productive project environment due to less course hours in the design studio. Curricula serve as the mirror of departments and they are shaped aligned with the purposes of education. Interior Architecture education is focused on architectural elements within faculties of architecture, while it focuses on art within faculties of arts [1] . For example, the course contents of a department may be comprised of mainly design courses like volume design, furniture design, while another department offers courses based on mainly structure courses like knowledge of building or building materials. This shows how courses of different qualities in the curricula of Interior Architecture departments divert from one another [9] . Especially the design approaches, content and measurements in design studio differ greatly form department to department. Some departments develop detail-oriented solutions, while others act only in a design-oriented manner. The most important stage of design courses is drawing (sketch). The place of drawing in architecture, interior architecture and other visual arts is indisputably clear [6] . Drawing, as the first step of design, ensures integration of student's imagination with design through a process that continues from the start to the last phase of the project to be delivered. Different methods applied in the design studio is particularly related with course hours being longer or shorter. The more sufficient is the time spared for project, the more possible it is for students to focus on their project. The design education previously adopted the shortcut when teaching limited expression techniques, the education programs have had their differences in time with various theories and methods included in the design studio education. In this sense, the most common techniques in design studio education include vertical studio, virtual studio, metaphor, evolutionary design, 9 square G method, analysis-synthesis and interdisciplinary practices [13] . Such various studio practices aims to address artistic and cultural values, to discuss design and to improve design experience. Design studio must be students' top timeconsuming course in their education at the school. The design studio must also serve as an office environment where learning is communicated, shared and discussed. Workshops for design studio course must be used only for the purposes of this course; and the student must be able to work comfortably inside and outside course hours at the design workshop. The most important aspect of design studios making it different from other classes is that they reflect a different lifestyle [4] . In this sense, the requirements of project courses must be taken into consideration to design spaces accordingly. A design studio must provide opportunity for "personal experience" from the beginning and facilitate an environment where individuals can be free in their conceptual worlds [12] . Therefore, the design studio and space must be defined to establish working criteria in terms of educational method. 
Conclusion
As one of today's popular professions, Interior Architecture is offered by more departments every day. This growth in number must be achieved in a controlled manner without hindering the educational life. Sufficient number of academicians at departments with more students and controlled number of students for each academic member contribute to the institutionalization of education. The concepts of time and space are important for design studios as the building stone of Interior Architecture education. Design education is a concept defined with different perspectives. The main reason for this is approaching design studios, an effective course at Interior Architecture departments, with different educational methods. The content of Interior Architecture education, educational institutions, student selection methods and education models must be developed; methods and education models must be developed; methods based on out-of-date ideas and perspectives must be re-analysed and formatted for the future to accomplish an appropriate profession [7] . Considering design studios as an environment for design-experience, methods supporting design and design process become more important. Design studio is an education system focusing on addressing the design problematic. Therefore, in order for design studios to take shape, the student must be empowered as an interior architect to instill responsibility and self-confidence in them. Hence the design process is the most important factor in design studios with the executor guiding the course. The students are expected to think in a sophisticated manner, to seek alternatives; to make analysessyntheses, and to make assessments as open-minded individuals who take criticism well. In this sense, favorable conditions must be ensured particularly for workshops supporting design process. Accordingly, the study makes the following suggestions: Ensure students gain experience under supervision of academicians, Distribute sufficient number of students to academic members in design studio courses, Increase education models focusing on design and practice, Create spaces facilitating a favorable ambiance for design courses, Increase design studio course hours and reduce number and hours of other applied courses within the department. And finally, the design studio must not be limited to the workshop, and supporting activities must be conducted, including relevant research, trips, on-site observation, field studies and other workshops. The purpose must be provide the sector with prospective Interior Architects who are competent, creative, and responsible with the ability of critical thinking. The design studio course hours must be increased, and it must be included in the curricula of especially senior students in the form of a full day professional practice. Accordingly, the study emphasizes that the design studio is the main focus of interior architecture education, highlighting it as a vital component of education.
